































































































Site design  David Heymann  pdf version of compiled reader  Corresponded with Professor Heymann in March of 2011 about 
possible materials, but subsequent emails in 2011 and 2012 
received no response 
History and theory of 
Landscape architecture I & II 
Mirka Benes, 
Lynn Osgood 
fifteen comparative case study curriculum units w/ 
bibliographies; evaluation rubrics; two grant reports 
Materials were determined not to be good candidates for 
inclusion in the UTDR due to rights restrictions 
construction V: materials and 
detailing 
Elizabeth Danze  case studies, construction documents  Corresponded with Professor Danze in March of 2011 about 
possible materials, but subsequent emails in 2012 received no 
response 
Construction II: embodied 
resources in construction 
Francisco Gomes  no materials were generated that could be included in the UTDR 
Research Seminar in 
Sustainable Preservation 
Michael Holleran  One page report on course developments  Dr. Holleran declined permission to include materials in the 
UTDR 
Basic Ecology for Designers 
and Planners 
Sara Dooling  (Need input from Dr. Dooling on possible materials)  Unable to contact Professor Dooling 
 
